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ALTERNATIVE AGEING: NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Evaluate the evolution of different chemical parameters and sensory impact on red
wine during maturation in barrels or with new technologies: active and passive micro‐
oxygenation systems together with oak wood alternatives
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The wine ageing barrel is the most vessel used, however alternative systems carried
out in tanks made of different materials permeable to oxygen or in stainless steel
tanks + micro‐oxygenation (MOX), in addition with pieces of wood are increasingly
being used.
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The evolution of volatile compounds in wines was different depending on the aging system. Cis‐𝛽‐Methyl‐𝛾‐octalactone
increased more and faster in wines aged in barrels, just the opposite of what happened to ethyl vanillate. The lowest
concentrations of trans‐𝛽‐methyl‐𝛾‐octalactone ethyl vanillate, vinyl alcohol, 4‐ethylguaiacol, guaiacol and 4 benzyl
alcohol were in wines aged in barrels. The wines that received more oxygen with passive MOX (StW and Ö‐HDPE) had the
highest ethyl vanillate, vanillin and 4‐ethylguaiacol content.
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Figure 2. Increment of concentration eugenol, vanillin, 4‐EG in wine using different systems at 180 days
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The wine aged in barrels was the one
that presented the greatest aromatic
intensity and lactic and sweet notes,
but the lowest astringency and
balsamic, spcice, woody, leather and
toast notes.
The wines that received more oxygen
with passive MOX (StW and Ö‐HDPE)
were those with the highest astringency
and leather notes, however the one
that received the least oxygen (L‐HDPE)
had less aromatic intensity but more
balsamic notes

Figure 3. Olfactory and taste phases at 180 days
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Alternative aging systems, based on a passive MOX have proved to be suitable for
wine aging
The wine ageing in barrels were the most different on a sensory and analytical level
Of all the parameters analyzed, volatile composition was the one that most
contributed to the differentiation, which could be mainly due to the way in which
the wine accesses the compounds present in the wood, compared to the rest of the
aging systems.

CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 1. Evolution during the wine aging period using different systems




